
There is no way to Respect Humans
if we do not Expect to have

DIGNITY FOR RELIGION.

DIGNITY FOR RELIGION

...Only two mistakes one can make along the road to Truth: not going all the way, and not starting...



WHY? We are Family…Why? We are Neighbours..  &   Colleagues 
Why? We are ONE NATION 

The purpose of these Booklets is Help Victims  of Hate, Rivalry or other Bullying, 
who may be your friend , colleague or neighbour. This is by no means a 
Religious Discourse of the Major Religions, but as understood by Right Minded 
People who profess these Religions, and Practise them in a Digni�ed Manner in 
a Society Holding Hands and Touching Hearts.
Yes, Religion practised by each other of the same Religion is so Di�erent… How 
can you understand another’s ? Impossible… But if there are something  that 
are thought to be Harmful to Society, It is Our Duty to Rectify it Immediately.
Should you �nd it useful, please feel Free to reproduce it without any changes, 
as it might cause some problems  by Mischief Makers. Should you �nd some 
errors that are materially incorrect and may mislead , please bring it to our 
attention so that we may Thank You and do the necessary corrections, so 
required. If Translations are done, we prefer that it is endorsed by all 
Responsible, and Practising Individuals  of each and every Religion who have a 
standing in their respective communities.
Finally, It is not possible to get these details. T HANK YOU ALL good Souls who 
have made their work freely available.

Contact for corrections & comments -



  

Challenges: Understanding each other’s 
Religion, Cultural Practices, amid 
situations that   arise due to  Hate Speech, 
Anti Religious Sentiments and The Unseen 
Hand

Real Issue:  No Good Governance and 
Rivalry, and  irresponsible Social Media
 
The Good Thing: The Solution is:
In All of these Glorious Religious Practices 
of the Founders…, 
and the common Texts that have a 
Universal Appeal of Goodness and 
Truth… 
Some of them are listed below:

Do We Understand?

CONCEPT OF UNDERSTANDING
(I DON'T WANT TO KNOW!)

PROJECT: Living in a Multi Cultural Society



CHRISTIANITY : 1.  The Lord our God  is One Lord  
                                 2. Believe in The Prophets so that you shall Prosper
                                 3. "ONLY an EVIL, ADULTEROUS generation would 
     demand a ..."  Miraculous Sign
                                 4. Beware of false prophets, which come to you in sheep'
     clothing, but inwardly they are ravening wolves.

 BUDDHISM :      1. There is, an unborn, unoriginated, .uncreated, unformed    
                                 2. There are not di�erent  in the World truths is One and the      
                   Same at  All Times Truth and in Every Place
                                 3. I am Buddha who came not the first upon this Earth, nor 
     shall I be the last
                                 4. Some form their Dharma arbitrarily and fabricate it 
    artificially; they advance complex  speculations and  that  
    good results imagine are attainable only by the   
                    acceptance of their theories



HINDUISM :      1. “He is one only without a second.”
                              2.  Whenever there is deterioration in righteousness and  
    waxing of sinfulness,  the glorious lord himself. 
    Incarnates
                               3. Those whose intelligence has been stolen by material  
   desires worship demigods.
                               4. As He is unborn, He deserves our worship

ISLAM :               1. Say, He is God, , God, The Absolute, He does The One not  
   give birth, nor was He born, and there is nothing like Him
                               2.  We sent forth among every nation a Messenger   
                               3. "Verily those who split up their religion and became   
                    sects, you have absolutely nothing to do with them.
                               4.  I have only been sent to perfect good moral character.”
                               5.  Let there be no compulsion in religion. Truth stands out  
                    Clear from error-



               1. O People of the Book! Commit no excesses in your religion: nor say  
   of Allah aught but the truth4:17-18   He has chosen you, and   
       imposed no difficulties on you in religion; it is the  religion of your  
     father  Abraham-22:78

                2. Revile not ye , those whom they call upon besides Allah, lest they  
    out of spite revile Allah out their ignorance 6:10810. 06
                    If anyone desires a religion other than Islam(submission to the will  
    of the Creator) Never  will it be accepted-3:8512. For We assuredly              
    sent amongst every People a Messenger-16:36

                3. Let there be no compulsion in religion Truth stands out Clear from   
    error-2:2566

What it says to People who were sent Messengers before? About Religion?



Historical Facts : What is the Quran?
                 A compilation of  divinely inspired  sayings.A Guidance for Mankind,  
 The Only Miracle that can be veri�ed, tested and used for  the   
 bene�t of Mankind .The Acid Test for Other Scriptures. Only   
 Scripture preserved to date in Purity. Translation, may di�er, but the  
 essence is  still the same.

Islamic Rule?     The objective defending the innocent Victim.
                               Centuries of Rule over-Holy Land-Jerusalem, Spain, 
                                India….  Muslims were   minorities They NEVER wanted  
                to make them 100% MUSLIM
    There was Prosperity and Advancement of Science

Present Islamic Society? Billions of Muslims in  sects like other Religions.  
                 Countries economically unstable , bombed,   
                 ravaged by war, that Religion, Tribalism, Politics  all  
                 combined is the way of Life!  Some destitute,   
                 vulnerable.



                                               

The Quran:       What it says about Itself? About the Author?
                              1. This is the Book, about which there is no doubt, a   
                  guidance for those conscious of Allah*-2:2  * ALLAH is an  
  Arabic word that  gives the full meaning of the Creator of  
  all that exists.  In short Allah is  uncreated, unborn, form 
  less, all powerful and beyond ones imagination

                               2. Indeed, it is We who sent down the message, and indeed,  
   We will be its guardian -15:93.  praise be to Allah, who  
   hath sent to his Servant the Book, and hath allowed   
      therein no crookedness18:14. And We have indeed made  
   the Quran easy to and understand and remember; Then  
   is there any that will receive admonition?-54:175.     



Step 1: Use a Quran translation,  that is easy to read. Read from more than 
one translation, to not get misled by external situations.

Step2: Realise it is an extra ordinary Book. A  communication  to bene�t… 
however, there will be Persons who  wish to Read and Understand because 
of the many accusations leveled against  the religion of their  Neighbors, 
and  wish to Investigate the Truth.

Step3: Allegations against the Quran, can Only be defended by the Quran, 
as It Promises ! Thisis a Manual for      Ideal Conduct! Therefore read    two 
sentences above and below o�ending passage, understand the context. If  
still    doubts, prevail, check historical  background of the passage, ask a 
open minded person of any Faith!

Step4:    The Prophet of Islam is often referred as The Walking Quran.. 
Meaning he is Absolutely A Perfect Good  Example  of Fine Behavior; He will 
in his Character and Ways Re�ect what The Holy Quran wishes us to  
Bene�t. Finally he says Ï have been sent as a Final Prophet to Perfect Good 
Moral Character



Step5:   The answer   to the accusations may be so obvious that you have 
been overlooking it all the Time! Every  Chapter  starts with Mercy! Although 
harsh statements are there, it gives a �nal Best solution always! Con�rms 
confrontation   will never be a Good Option, except you have no option and 
you need to take self  defense position, that too very honorably.There are 
scienti�c Proofs that are Mind Boggling. Always remember, it is not saying 
those other practices    are    Devious, but We have changed the True 
Teachings to meet our kind of thinking…..Refer False Prophets,  Religious 
Leaders breaking into sects etc  in Buddhism, Christianity, Islam, Hinduism.

Objective is to have a Civil Society, comprising of Every Religion, to 
Safeguard Each Other from  Religious Hatred. This Requires Tolerance and 
Deep Understanding, not necessarily accepting their Views, but  respect the 
Views as long as it does not Harm Society, or those in that Practice.

Thus Public Notice must be    made of the Solutions or   The Wrong ideas 
Spread. A School Curriculum about the Religious Beliefs and a Short History  
with a view to strengthen Society might be Favoured



.My site VR-One Org has    many micro 
booklets and Misconceptions    crushed 
in Minutes.

Societies can live with Honour & Dignity, 
once they understand each other 
cultures and religious Practices

The Education System can adopt this 
idea. School Children will be able to 
understand History of their Friends and 
the di�erent variant cultures.

The following Words from Our Holy 
Books makes  All Right Thinking People 
to Understand Each Other….

This must be made PUBLIC KNOWLEDGE….



Buddhism: "A man that stands alone, having decided to obey the truth, 
        may be weak and slip back into his old ways.  Therefore, stand  
         ye together, assist one another, and strengthen one  another's  e�orts.

I am not the �rst Buddha who came upon this Earth, nor shall I be the last

A fool may live all his life In the company of a master And still miss the way.
               
“Search with sincerity  and in the end you will �nd the truth
 Islam:                  “And make not Allah an obstacle to your doing good and 
guarding  against evil  and making peace between men,”  Quran 2:224

Bible:                        Woe to those who make unjust laws,to those who issue 
oppressive decrees Isaiah 10:1 “….. the pen of the scribes is in vain” Jeremiah 8:8

Hinduism:            “… nonviolence, absence of anger, equanimity, abstaining from 
malicious talk, compassion for all creatures , gentleness, forgiveness,   
absence of malice, and absence of pride -- these are some of the qualities of those   
endowed with divine virtues.” – Bhagavad-gita Ch. 16





TIME TO REFLECT - THE TRUTH

Truth is MAN can Understand         The Truth

Teaching that lacks Clarity  -                  Truth Misunderstood

Basic Teaching in con�ict - other
Teachings in same Scriptures        Truth Misquoted

Teaching in con�ict with Nature
or Facts -                                Truth Lost

Teachings in Other Scriptures
Misrepresented -                                Un-Truth (Mischief)

Similar Teachings in other
Scriptures -                               Truth Recon�rmed 


